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Multiple-wavelength light transmission measurements were used to measure the mean
particle size (d 32), index of refraction (m) and standard deviation (o) of the small particles in the
edge of the plume of a small solid propellant rocket motor. The results have shown that the
multiple-wavelength light transmission measurement technique can be used to obtain these
variables. The technique was shown to be more sensitive to changes in d 32 and standard deviation
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In today's budget concious industry, the solid propellant rocket motor is an ideal
propulsion system due to its low cost and simplicity. The major obstacle for solid rocket
motors, however, is their limited specific impulse compared to airbreathing motors. One
way to help overcome this limitation is to utilize metal fuel additives. Solid propellant
rocket motors can achieve high specific impulse with metal fuel additives such as
aluminum. Aluminum propellants also increase propellant densities and suppress
transverse modes of combustion oscillations by damping the oscillations with the
aluminum agglomerates in the combustion chamber. One disadvantage of using metal
fuel additives that cause large agglomerates in a rocket motor is a large thrust loss. The
agglomerates remain as relatively large condensed particles in the nozzle expansion
process, resulting in velocity and thermal lags between the condensed particles and the
expanding gas. Additional losses occur due to the fact that, unlike a gas, the condensed
particles do not expand in the nozzle expansion area. These losses, called two phase flow
losses, are often the largest factor in the determination of the nozzle loss coefficient [Ref.
1]. Besides causing performance losses in the nozzle, the condensed A1 2 3 particles are
the major source of primary smoke in the exhaust plume. This has significance when
missiles are designed for tactical purposes and plume signature is a critical issue. The
particulate matter can also have major effects upon the plume IR signature. High number
densities of particles can block gas-phase radiation from the plume. They can also be the
source of radiation, especially the larger particles which exit the nozzle not in thermal
equilibrium with the gas. The detection, identification, tracking and targeting of missiles
that employ these propellants are all important issues in the development of space defence
systems.
The prediction of plume signature is currently accomplished using codes such as
SPF and SIRRM [Ref. 2]. The nozzle/plume flowfield codes [Ref. 2, 3] predict that the
particle size distribution within the plume is not uniformly distributed in the radial
direction. Particles larger than approximately 3\i are concentrated along the plume
centerline, failing to follow the rapid gas flow turning that occurs in the nozzle throat
region. Even particles as small as l^i are predicted not to follow the flow along the
diverging nozzle wall. Thus, it is expected that particles in the outer regions of the plume
will be less than l\i in diameter.
The particle size distribution, particle composition and particle optical properties all
have considerable influence on the plume signature. Both the prediction of plume
signature and the measurement of particle size distributions within the plume depend upon
an accurate knowledge of the particle optical properties, especially the particle complex
refractive index. For aluminum oxide the refractive index is generally believed to be
between 1.65 and 1.85, whereas the absorption coefficient has been reported to be
between 10'2 and 10'7 [Ref. 4]. Small amounts of contaminants can apparently have a
significant effect on the refractive index. This is of importance in rocket motor plumes
since contaminants such as soot are present and the rapidly changing temperatures can
result in various phases of aluminum oxide being present.
Larger booster motors use propellants with 14-20 % aluminum by weight, resulting
in 25-38 % of the exhaust being condensed A1
: 3 . These plumes are very opaque,
making optically based particle sizing diagnostic techniques difficult to employ.
The objective of the present investigation was to measure the mean particle size and
particle index of refraction in the plume of a small solid propellant rocket motor which
utilized a propellant with 4.7 % aluminum. The technique employed was multiple-
wavelength light transmission measurements together with the use of Mie code for
obtaining the mean extinction coefficients as a function of the particle size distribution,
index of refraction and wavelengths of the illumination source. This technique is limited
to particles smaller than approximately 1.0 \i [Ref. 5]. For this reason and the high plume
opacity, the measurements were made within the edges of the plume. A collimated
mercury light source was used to provide five distinct wavelengths for use with a
spectrograph. A helium-neon laser was also used. Measurement sensitivity to the
experimental variables was also investigated.
n. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The light transmittance technique incorporates the use of multiple-wavelengths of
light for continuous transmittance measurements through an exhaust plume containing
particles. The values of transmittance are ratioed to each other and the mean particle size
(d32) can then be calculated from the Mie theory, which describes the complex light
scattering phenomena [Ref. 6].
This procedure was successfully applied by K. L. Cashdollar to measure the mass
concentration and particle size of a cloud of smoke as discussed below [Ref. 5]. The
transmission of light through a cloud of uniform particles is given by Bouguer's law:
T=exp ( -QAnL) =exp [ - 3gCfl^ ] (1)2pd
where T = the fraction of light transmitted,
Q = the dimensionless extinction coefficient,
A = the cross sectional area of a particle,
n = the number concentration of particles,
L = the path length containing particles,
Cm = the mass concentration of particles,
p = the density of an individual particle, and
d = the particle diameter.
Mie scattering theory for single spherical particle can be used to calculate the
extinction coefficient (Q) as a function of particle size, wavelength of light and complex
refractive index of the particle. For polydisperse systems of particles, Dobbins [Ref. 7]
showed that Bouguer's transmission law could be written in terms of mean properties :
T=exp[-4^] (2)
where Q = mean extinction coefficient
d32 = the volume-to-surface mean particle diameter.
Equation (2) can be put into a more useful format by taking the natural log of both
sides.
lnr=g(- 3CmL ) (3)
2p£>32
Multi-wavelength transmission measurements are made over identical path lengths
through the exhaust plume. The ratios of the logarithm of the transmissions at any two
wavelength is thus equal to the ratio of the calculated mean extinction coefficients for the
same wavelengths [Ref. 5].
lnr(X J ) g(X J> d32 )
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The transmittances are found experimentally. A computer program provided by K.
L. Cashdollar [Ref. 5] was used to generate the mean extinction coefficients ( Q ) and the
extinction coefficient ratios ( Q (ki)/( Q (X,)) versus d 32 . These calculations were made
for various values of the complex refractive index (m) of the particle and the standard
deviation (a) of the assumed log-normal particle size distribution. If the complex
refractive index and standard deviation are correct, all the ratios would yield the same
particle size (d32) within experimental measurement accuracy.
If the size of the submicron particles thought to be present in the edges of the
plume can be assumed to obey a log-normal distribution, then there are four variables
which must be determined; d32 , o, and the real an imaginary parts of the index of
refraction. The latter was assumed independent of X. Calculations with the Mie code
showed that Q was insensitive to the absorption index for the expected values between
10"2 and zero. Thus, for transmission measurements, the aluminum oxide particles were
assumed to have no absorption index. This resulted in the need for a minimum of three
independent log-transmission ratios to determine d32 , o and the refractive index (m).
III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
A. ROCKET MOTOR
The rocket motor used in this experiment had the same internal dimensions as the
long motor described by Rosa [Ref. 8]. The exterior of the motor was modified to
remove the windows and make the outside diameter smaller. The motor components are
displayed in a photograph in Figure III- 1, and the installed motor is shown in Figure
m-2.
An end-burning propellant grain was used with a 2" diameter and 1" web. The
propellant was provided by the Air Force Philips Laboratory and was a GAP/AP
propellant containing 4.7% aluminum. Motor ignition was accomplished using a small
BKN03 igniter located near the head-end of the motor. A disposable 1000 psi burst disk
was installed to reduce the potential for motor over-pressurization. A single pressure port
was located in the combustion chamber. The pressure port was connected to a Teledyne
~ 1000 psi pressure transducer.
The outside dimensions of the motor chamber were approximately 10.5" in length
by 3.25" in diameter. During actual motor loading, propellant surfaces in contact with
motor walls were coated with commercially available 732-RTV self-vulcanizing silicone
rubber to provide a burning inhibitor and to maintain propellant position in the motor.
The specifications and schematic of the nozzle are shown in TABLE III-l.














1 Outside Diameter (d) 2.12 inches
2 Length (L) 1.24 inches
3 Throat Diameter (t) 0.200 inches
4 Exit Diameter (d
e) 0.381 inches
5 Converging half-angle (y) 45.0 degrees
6 Diverging half-angle (a) 15.0 degrees
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B. LIGHT TRANSMITTANCE APPARATUS
The complete light scattering equipment with rocket motor in place is shown in
Figure III-3. The overall arrangement of the light systems is seen in the photograph. The
light sources used were a mercury lamp and a helium-neon laser. The cross pattern was
used so that both light sources would penetrate the same path length in approximately the
same plume location. Specifications are given in TABLEs EII-2 and III-3.
The light scattering apparatus is depicted schematically in Figure III-4. The
collimated white light beam was provided by a 100W Hg lamp (Oriel Model 6281). The
ten distinct wavelengths produced by the mercury lamp are presented in Figure III-5 [Ref.
9]. The light transmitted through the plume entered a fixed input slit (Oriel Model
77220) which was 25 \i wide and 3 mm high, and fell upon the optics inside the Oriel
TABLE ni-2. LIGHT SPECIFICATIONS
White Light Source He-Ne Laser
Manufacturer Oriel Spectra Physics
Model 6281 147
Type Mercury Arc He-Ne CW
Output Power - 8mW
Beam Diameter - 0.92 mm
Wavelength 0.365, 0.4047, 0.4358,
0.5461, 0.577 \i
.6328 [i
TABLE m-3. MULTISPEC SPECIFICATIONS
Design Crossed Czerny-Turner
F number 3.7
Focal length 125 mm
Grating type Plane (Holographic)
Grating mount Kinematic
Drive Micrometer (Calibrated)
Optical Axis Height 1.78 in (45.2 mm)
Dimension 6x6x3 inch (150x150x80 mm)
Weight 3.3 lbs (1.5 kg)
MultiSpec spectrograph (Model 77400). MultiSpec was designed to be compatible with
linear diode array detectors, and has a flat focal field for use with diode arrays up to 1
inch (25 mm) long. This instrument has a low F-number of 3.7, a focal length of 125
mm, a grating (Model 77420) with a spectral range of 250-800 nm, and a flat focal field.
Gratings are selected to permit use of the wavelength band of interest. The photodiode
array employed was a Reticon G-series solid state scanning device consisting of 1024
photodiodes on 25 micron centers. The response characteristics of the diode are presented
in Figure III-6. With these characteristics only five wavelengths of the Hg source could
be detected. The overall length of the array was one inch.
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An 8 mW He-Ne was also used to penetrate the plume. The 0.6328 \x wavelength
was used to provide a longer wavelength than that detectable by the Multispec system.
A Newport photosensor diode was used with a narrow-pass He-Ne filter to eliminate
ambient/plume light.
C. DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION
Details of the data acquisition system are presented in references 8 and 11. A
Hewlett Packard HP9836S computer served as the system controller for the diode array
of the white light source. Data was converted from analog to digital and stored in a
HP6942A multiprogrammer. The HP9836S has two internal disk drives which were used
to store data after acquision. The program written by Harris [Ref. 11] was revised for
this experiment and is presented in APPENDIX B. An electrically operated shutter was
installed on the outlet of the white light source. Eight consecutive scans of the
photodiode array in the exhaust were made with the shutter open, followed by four scans
with the shutter closed to determine if significant radiation from the plume affected any
wavelengths of the light source. An IBM PC AT computer was used to take data from
the He-Ne laser. The point during the firing when the data was taken was also controlled
by the IBM computer. This was accomplished by monitoring the motor chamber pressure
and specifying a time delay after steady state operation was obtained.
The data was reduced in accordance with the revised computer program of Rosa
[Ref. 8]. The multiple photodiode scans were averaged and the resultant scan was plotted
11
on a graph of voltage versus photodiode number. The digital data was also recorded.
The experimentally obtained log-transmittance ratios were compared to the theoretically
generated extinction-coefficient ratios from the Cashdollar program. The computer
program provided the extinction coefficients vs. d32 as a function of standard deviation
(o) and refractive index (m) for each wavelength. The computations were repeated for
different values of o, refractive index (m) and d 32 interactively at the computer terminal
until the theoretical data and experimental data coincided. Estimates for the initial values
of the standard deviation (o) and the refractive of index (m) were chosen from the
literature.
12
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Figure III-2. Photograph of Installed Rocket Motor
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Figure II1-6. Diode Spectral Response [Ref. 10]
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this investigation was to measure the Sauter mean diameter (d 32) and
to determine the refractive index (m) and the standard deviation (o) of an assumed log-
normal size distribution of particles in the exhaust plume of a small solid propellant
rocket motor. The exhaust plume can contain a broad range of particle sizes, ranging
from 0.01 \x to greater than 15 \i. However, most of the particles are thought to be
smaller than 1 \x in diameter. Mie theory [Ref. 6] was used to find the extinction
coefficients as a function of d32 , X, m and o. A mercury light source was used to provide
multiple wavelengths for transmission measurements. Although the mercury lamp emits
ten distinct wavelength peaks, only five were measured due to the diode insensitivity to
the UV (See Figures III-5 and III-6). Ten independent transmittance ratios could be
obtained from these five wavelength measurements. Initially, a He-Ne IR (X= 1.525 )
laser was also used in an attempt to provide a wider range of log-transmission ratios.
However, the particles were small enough to result in transmittances of nearly 100%.
Measurement uncertainty prevented use of this data. On the last test a He-Ne laser with
^=0.6328 was used. Although the measured transmittance was quite high (-96%) the
data correlated well with that obtained using the Hg light source. Use of the sixth
wavelength resulted in 15 (vs. 10) independent log-transmittance ratios for correlation
with the extinction coefficient ratios. Because the extinction coefficient ratios become
17
insensitive to d 32 for d32 greater than approximately 1 \i, the measurements had to be
made in the edges of the plume where the larger particles are not thought to be present.
B. SYSTEM CALIBRATION
The computer program written by Harris [Ref. 11] for recording, reducing and
plotting the data from the linear diode arrays was modified for this investigation. In this
investigation measurements were first made of the intensities with no particles present.
During the motor firing the transmittances were measured twice, once with the light
sources on and once with them off. The latter measurement was made to determine if
significant radiation was emitted from the plume at the wavelengths of the light sources.
The diode array was first aligned so that the five distinct peaks of the mercury light
source were correctly positioned. To determine if the system was operating correctly, it
was checked using a neutral density filter with a 30% obscuration. A measurement was
first made to provide the intensities of the illumination source as a function of
wavelength. A second measurement was then made with the neutral density filter
inserted between the light source and the diode array. The transmittance at each
wavelength was then calculated by dividing the second measurement by the first. The
results showed that the diode array and data acquisition system worked correctly.
C. ROCKET MOTOR PLUME DATA
Seven experiments were conducted and a summary of the motor firings is tabulated
in TABLE IV- 1. Due to system failures, no data were obtained in four of these tests.
18
TABLE IV- 1. SUMMARY OF MOTOR FIRINGS




















6 410 psig H Contaminated -
Windows
7 330 psig 7.25" from Nozzle
1.0" above center
3rd Data
FIGURE IV-1. Configurations of the Motor and Plume
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The exhaust plume was initially video recorded from above with a scaled plate
positioned beneath the plume to determine the ideal positioning for the measurements.
A sketch of the motor and plume is shown in Figure IV- 1. An ER camera used in a
related investigation also located the afterburning region within the exhaust plume. It was
desired to make the transmission measurements in the outer regions of the plume to
reduce the possibility of having large particles present and not to be within the
afterburning region where high plume radiation is present. However, it was necessary to
be close enough to the exhaust nozzle as possible to provide as steady a plume flowfield
as possible. The measurement locations are shown Figure IV- 1, 16-19 nozzle exit
diameters (6-7.25") downstream and 5.25 nozzle exit radii (1.0") from the plume
centerline.
The "lights-on'7"lights-off ' measurements during the motor firings indicated that no
significant plume radiation was present at the measurement location for the wavelengths
of the illumination sources. Each run, therefore, provided two sets of data; one for 100%
transmittance (before the firing) and the other with the plume particles present. Eight
scans of the diode array were taken in 0.24 seconds. Any obviously bad scans were
eliminated and the remaining scan voltages were averaged. The analog results are shown
in Figures IV-2 through IV-7. The digital data was also recorded and is presented in
APPENDIX A. Peak voltages on the array for each wavelength generally occurred over
several diodes. During a motor firing some steering of the illuminating beam also occurs
due to density gradients in the plume. The unsteadiness of the plume also resulted in
some fluctuations in both the peak voltages and the diodes on which the peaks occurred.
20
TABLE IV-2. DIODE READINGS AND TRANSMITTANCE


































































Transmittance 80.96 % 84.21 % 86.52 % 93.4% 94.42 %
TABLE IV-3. LOG TRANSMISSION RATIOS
1st run 2nd run 3rd run
\5110y\36so) 0.294 0.264 0.272
\^46l/^(3650) 0.333 0.297 0.323
\.5770y^(.4O47) 0.389 0.350 0.334
\.5461)/\4047) 0.441 0.394 0.397
\.5770)/\.4358) 0.462 0.408 0.396
\_546iy\4358) 0.523 0.460 0.471
\M58y\3650) 0.637 0.646 0.686
\mrft^(3650) 0.756 0.754 0.814
\.4358y\.4047) 0.843 0.857 0.843
\i77o/^ti461) 0.883 0.889 0.841
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In general, peak voltages were present on several diodes and then dropped off rapidly on
either side. These peak voltages were then averaged. The diode numbers for each
peak,the average voltages and the calculated transmittances are presented in TABLE IV-2.
TABLE IV-3 presents the log-transmittance ratios.
Assuming the refractive index (with absorption index - 0) of the plume particles
was independent of wavelength, extinction coefficients were calculated for each
wavelength using the Mie code [Ref. 5] and are shown in Figure IV-8. Extinction
coefficient ratios were then calculated as shown in Figure IV-9. The unknowns to be
determined were m, o and d 32 . This was accomplished in an iterative manner, starting
with expected values taken from the literature. The iteration scheme is shown in Figure
IV- 10. In order to determine the best fit with the experimental data, a regression analysis
method [Ref. 12] was used. The log-transmittance ratios were plotted against the
extinction coefficient ratios. A linear least-squares fit of the data was then made; a perfect
fit having a slope of unity and an R2 of unity. R2 is defined by
p2 _ ^(y«f~y) _ Explained-variation
E(y-y)2 Total -variation
"R2 can be interpreted as the fraction of the total variation which is explained by
the least-squares regression line. If the total variation is all explained by the regression
line, i.e. if R2= 1, we say that there is perfect linear correlation (and in such case also
perfect linear regression). On the other hand if the total variation is all unexplained then
the explained variation is zero and so R=0. In practice the quantity R2 , sometimes called
22
TABLE IV-4 . REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE RUNS


















































































































































































the coefficient of determination, lies between and 1" [Ref 13]. The particle
refractiveindex was varied from 1.5 to 1.9 and o from 1.3 to 1.7 (see TABLE IV-4 for
representative results). This iteration process was accomplished using the ten wavelength
ratios provided by the mercury light source and resulted in d32=0.15 , o=1.5 and m=1.63.
The extinction coefficients and extinction coefficient ratios shown in Figures IV-8 and IV-
9 were calculated using these values.
In the above process it was necessary to estimate how accurately the values of d32,
o and m could be determined. This was accomplished by perturbing each variable
independently about the nominal values given above and observing the changes in the
plotted fit to the data and the values of X-coefficient. The results are shown in Figures
IV-11 through IV-13 and in TABLE IV-5. From this analysis, for 1 % variation in X-
coefficient (Slope) the measured values of d 32 , o and m were determined to be as follows:
d32 = 0.150 ± 0.006 \i
a = 1.50 ± 0.04
m = 1.63 ± 0.13
It is seen from these results that the multiple-wavelength transmission method (for
the wavelengths used and the particle sizes present) can determine o and d32 quite
accurately and without much sensitivity to m. The refractive index cannot be determined
as accurately using the present system.
Using the above values for d32 , o and m, the data from all three motor firings are
shown in Figure IV-14 for the five wavelengths of the mercury light source. The test-to
test data were observed to be very repeatable. Another aspect of the technique utility is
24
TABLE IV-5. ESTIMATES OF MEASUREMENT ACCURACY, RUN 2
X-Coefficient (R 2) Estimated Accuracy
( 1 % deviation)
























related to the accuracy of the measured transmittances. The required accuracy increases
as k increases and as the spread between the X's decreases. This can be seen in Figure
IV- 14. The accuracy of the transmittance measurements was approximately 0.5 %. The
resulting uncertainty bands for lnTn^yinTn^) are much less than for lnTr(X5)/lnTr(X.4)
where the wavelengths are much more closely spaced. The difference in wavelengths
between Xj and X.4 and between X^ and Xo are approximately equal (.031 \x). However,
the log transmittance ratios for the lower wavelengths result in less uncertainty due to the
lower values of transmittance. The data obtained in test 3 using the fifteen log-
transmittance ratios provided by both the mercury and He-Ne light sources are shown in
Figure IV-15. The additional ratios correlated well with the ten mercury lamp ratios and
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Figure IV-3. Voltage vs. Diode Number, Run 1, in Plume
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Figure IV-4. Voltage vs. Diode Number, Run 2, without Plume
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Figure IV-15. Log Transmission vs. Extinction Coefficient Ratios,
Including 0.6328 u Laser Data, Run 3
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of this investigation have shown that the multiple-wavelength light
transmission measurement technique can be used to obtain the Sauter mean diameter and
standard deviation (of an assumed log-normal size distribution) of the small particles
present in the edge of a plume from a solid propellant rocket motor. The technique was
shown to be more sensitive to changes in d 32 and o than to m. The values measured for
A1 2 3 in the plume of a small motor using a 4.7% aluminized GAP/AP propellant were
d32 = 0.150 ± 0.006 \x, a = 1.50 ± 0.04 and m = 1.63 ± 0.13. The good correlation of the
data indicated that only submicron particles were present in the edge of the plume.
Subsequent work should consider the employment of shorter wavelengths in order
to provide lower transmittances. This would result in reducing the uncertainties in the
log-transmittance ratios which occur when the measured transmittances are high and not
adequately separated. This could be accomplished by changing the grating and by using
a diode array which has appropriate spectral response in the UV. In addition, more rapid
scanning of the diode array would permit a larger number of sweeps to be made in a
shorter time. This would reduce the effects of plume fluctuations during the
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<» 1ST RUN KITH PLUKE DMA x«












































































































































ID RUN JO PLUHE iftTA ki



























































































































































































































* 2KB ?UN UITH PLUilE D^TA **




















































































































































h 3?D ?UN w'O PLUHE DATA >.*










































































































































m RUN UITH PLU.'E DATA **
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B. DATA ACQUISITION PROGRAM
20 !**s*mr** ACQUIRES MULTIPLE CCAN5 r :07m DIODE AR ; Af3 ^xxxmxxxx-xxxxx
33 Hxmfx-xx* AND "THR - 3 TV- M ]'; DIE'; <<< xxx:;xitxxxxxxx
40 '*x>*rx<*)rs: Hf^NREN ,KE! L> H'RRIS.UM HDN^-OS' 1991 'xx*xx**x*xmxx:<
50 0-TION 3A7E 1
60 COM Ql*l 121, 92$[12].T1$[201,D1$U2] ,02*11.:!] -iddressU) , rJ4iT7S)
70 COM AUG24) PUFFER, B(4?96) BUFFER.Cl40?fc) P'J : FER ,D(40-fc PUFFER
B'l ASSIGN SMultilO 10 72310 iCLEARS THE JAKE-UP SERVICE REQUEST
90 ENTER 8fi>iTil?:0ql,Cq2,Qq3,Cqi,QG5,0q& 'OF THE MULT IPP.C'tRANMER
100 HAT iddre-,?=
-fl) [ZEROS THE ARRAf r OR DEBUGGING




$R' i ANALOG RESET OPENS ALL CHANNELS
160 p EM7iTE 722 ! REMOTE IS A LISTEN COMMAND
170 OUTPUT 72?;"HSrlOO?.SQlDlLIZ0FlFLQPllSTN.;i3TU3(r iPROGRAM VOLTMETER
IcO ! H horiES the DVM .(like RESET) SM002 set? the sernve requesi fiask to
1?0 ! tell the computer that a "tea?;renent was taken and is ead^ to be read,
2"0
! page 3-20 of DL'M MANUAL. SCI neans that no readme uiil be taken until
210 ! ?he computer receives he jne just utiedja^e 3-261. Dl -i^ans DISPLAY ON.
220 ! LI leans load the following instructions, U neans AUTO ZEFG OFF for
230 ! faster but less precise r ead:ngs. Fl reans LC /0LT3 neasurenent .
2-JC ! FLO reans FILTER OFF for faster readings. Rl is AUTO RANGING. 1STN reans
253 ' 1 reading mill pe taken for each tngqer. . 013FI—
.
Olpouerl ine cycles
260 ! will be the integration tine. T3 is a single triqaer, tj neans END
270 PRINT USING '3/ n
2?0 PRINT 'ENTER THE FILENAMES OF THE [ATA : ILES TO 3E CREATED [e.g. RAU1.RAU2)'
290 PRINT " 12 CHARACTERS HAXIHUH, EACH"
300 PRINT USING 7"
310 PRINT
'





THE DATA FILES JILL NEARLY FILL A DISK"
340 PRINT USING 7"
330 MASS STOPAGE IS \CS80.70r ! CHANGE T^IS LATER IF NECESSARY
360 INPUT INPUT FILE NAMES NOW - (FILENAHE1 ,FILENAKE2> \M»,D2«
370 H5=1024
380 Zz$= q : INTERNAL. 1, l" ! STRING INDICATES MASS STORAGE
390 CREATE E'PAT DmZr?,6144.16 ' 12 SCANS OF 1024 9 2*8 BYTES FEF RECORD




420 PRINT " DATA JILL 3E STORED ON DISKETTE UITH FOLLOWING FILE NAMES:"
430 PRINT USING 7/7 n
410 PRINT ' NO PARTICLES -— FILENAME = 'jDll
450 PRINT ' PARTICLES FILENAME = ";B?$
451 OUTPUT 70?;"DCtl,2- ! OPEN SHUTTER
460 PRINT USING 7/"
470 PRi;iT
"




ANYTHING ELSE IF ACTUAL RUN"
4?0 INPUT n
500 PRINT USING "//"
510 PRINT " BE SURE LASER IS ON'
520 PRINT" PRESS [CONTINUE] WHEN READY'
530 PAUSE
540 IF R*="Y' THEN 740
550 PRINT USING "8'
560 INPUT ENTER THE THE TRIGGER VOLTAGE", Vt
590 OUTPUT 70?; "AC20" 'CHANNEL FOR CHAMBER PRESSURE
600 WAIT ,3 • THIS UAIT 13 TO LET M.TAGES SETTLE DOWN
610 V1=0
620 CLEAR 722 ! THIS DOES MOT ALTER THE INSTRUCTIONS EQR THE VOLTM-TER
630 'IT CLEARS ANY NUMBERS IN THE DISPLAY OR OUTPUT REGISTERS
640 FOR 1=1 TO 10
650 OUTPUT 722; "XI" 'TRIGGER VOLTMETER




fc?3 yz=V1/10 ' THIS AMERAGFS readings tg get a zero pressure value
700 PRINT USING " 40A E.6D";
: '





"31 P7INT " DATA ACQUISITION BEGINS UhEH vOLTAGE EXCEEDS .Vt
740 D3$=Dlt ! NO-PARTICLES STRING NAME
750 COSUB i^ultiproq ! TAKES flO-PARTICLE DATA
7i0 GOSUB Storedata
770 IF ?t="Y" THEN 960 i IF CALIBKATIDN THEN SKIP SOHE LINES
78t PR IH ,.SING V"
7^0 PRINF
'
BE SURE NITROGEN IS OH'
BOO PRINT "IE SURE VISIfORLER IS SET UP TO RUN ON PROPER SCALE WITH LAMP ON."
910 PRINT J5ING /"
620 DISP s STANDING BY r'OR IGNITION"
630 PRINT
•' STANDING Bi FOR IGNITION"
840 BEEP 2000,. 1
350 OUTPUT 7CVAC20" ! CONNECT PRESSURE XDUCER TO DVH
860 ClEnR 722
870 WAIT .3
880 OUTPUT 722i"Xl" - TRIGGER JOLTKETER
690 GQSUB REadinq
900 R9=ABS(V-Vz) !THIS IS JOLTAGE CORRESPONDING TO PRESSURE
910 PRINT R9




940 UAIT T8-.13 i ALLO-S FOR 13 SECONDS TO PROGRAM flEMQRY CARDS
950 IF RJOT THEN 1020 "IF ACTUAL RUN 7hEi^ SKIP SOhE LINES
960 ! FOR .".ALIBl'ATId.iS INTRODUCE PARTICLES AnD iHEN CONTINUE
970 PRINT CHIM12)
980 PRINT USING •////////"
990 PRINT
"
INTRODUCE PARTICLES 'HEN PRESS KEY * 9 TO TAKE DATA"
100 j ON KEY 9 LABEL " TAKE DATA^ GO 10 1020
1013 Standby: GOTO Standby
1C20 GOSUB :ultipraq ! TAKE PARTICLE DATA
1040 D3t=D2i 'PARI ILLE DATA FILE NAliE
1050 GOSUB storedata
1063 PRINT 'ELAPSED TIME FROM PRESSURE TO lND GF TIhE DEL Af ' ,DROUND(Qt-G0,3)
1070 fRlf-'T "ELAPSED TIME FROM START TO END OF DATA ACQUISITION" :DUHMD ( 02-01 ,3)
10S3 P*INT DATA STOFcD ON DlS^ JITH FILENAMES i'lDUi ") AND C;D2$;')"








11 in OUTPUT 7?3' 'CC 2 3 12 13T"
1123 OUTPUT 723i"CC'5,'a/?»f OT*1 'CLEARS THE ARH.BUSY AND EOP OF HEHORf CARDS
1130 OUTPUT 723; 'CC,l,4,lir 'CLEhFiS SAftE FOR A lu D'S AND TIMER PACER
1140 OUTPUT 723 SF, 2, 3,1, .331, 12,
T"
i THE .1) IS 2'S COMPLIMENT BINARY
1 ISO OUTPUT 723; 'SF. 5,3,1,. 001, 12, T" ! THE .001 lb THE LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT
1U0 GO'PUT 723; 'SF, 9,3.1, .301. 12,1' ! Th£ 12 IS FOR 12 BIT JORD SIZE
1170 OUTPUT 7c3}"SF,l2,3 J i,.0Ci,12 J T" ! SINCE THE A TO IS 12 BIT
1130 OUTPUT 723; ,UF l3,IJ23T.tf,o l 4J95T
H
1190 OUTPUT 723i tUF.10,4G95TUF,13,4095T









12 3 3 OUTPUT 723;"JF,3.1,0T,JF,3.2,(jr,JF,i.3,OT,uF,l3.1,OT,UP,l3.2,OT,UF,13.3,0T"
1220 OUTPUT 723 "UF 6.1 01 JF 6.2 01 UF 6 .3 DT'uF 10.1 ; OT.uF' 10.2 IT UF 10.3.0T"
1240 ! 3EfS CGTINTER AND POINTERS JF 2ND rfEttUKf CARD IN cACH PAIR TO 3





1230 OUTPUT 723,"iJF,4,2,0T,Ur\4,2ST u i TIMER PACER GI'JES 1 PULSE QF 1 SEC UHEN
1290 ! TRIGGERED BY THE ELANKIuG PULSE (PLENTY OF TIME FOR 6 SCANS)
48
1291 'JAN .3
1300 ifiA'i NOT NEED AN,' JAIT LCnGFR THAN .5 SECONDS FlR ALL CARDS TO Fill
1331 OUTPUT 7:3s , UF l 2.1.1T UF,5.1.1T
g




1336 UAIT 2 '
1 3i
G
K=S?QIL(723) SUAIT FOR .lEii INTERRUPT
1320 IF a)H THEN GOTO 1310
133b OUTPJT 723,"i.F,4.2,lT" ! 1AY BE JHhECESSARY TO ALTER TIKER PACER SINCE
134G ' I1E.1DRY CARDS HAVE AUTullATlC LOCKOUT Bl,T FOR n,JL IE UILL DQ IT
1 350 02=;I(iEDATE
1351 OUTPUT 769: "DCli.2"
1 360 ON ERROR CCUO Err Trdp ! NEEDED TO .^EAD ARrlED CARD INTERRUPT LIST
l'l SEf.D 7;U.M. MLA TALK 23 SEC 12 ' SPECIFICALLY ASKS FOR INTERRUPT LIST
1360 Var rjaJ: ENTER 7jAddress<*) :RE rt D wHICH CARDS INTERRUPTED
139G hencarcsi rUNT " ilEMRY CARDS WHICH GENERATED INTERRUPTS ARE '
1400 PRINT " 5LGTS4 - p ,Address(*)
1410 HAT Address= (0)
1420 OFF ERRCR
1430 OUTPUT 723; "DC
,
3,6,13. iOT
1440 OUTPUT 723; "MI 2, l624T"
1450 ENTER 72305;A(*)
i,«tn niiTtiiT Tj^.l't*! r .moil--
iDISSARM MEM CARDS
' SET UP CARD TO BE FEAD
GETS DATA FROM 1024 .il/flCRY BOARD
1460 OUTPUT 723; ,'MI,5,40?6T'




1490 OUTPUT 723i' MI, l2,40?6T"
1553 ENTER 72305 ,CU)
1510 OUTPUT 723}"HI,9,40?6T'
1520 FNTER 723to;D(»)
1530 FNA&LE li\U 7,3
1540 PRINT " HOTGR DATA ENTERED"
1551 hAT A; (-i:*A ! THE 1024 CARD IS INCLULED BUT NOT SAVED, IT DIDN'T




fl'ftt D= ;-i)»D i IIGBE VOLTAGES A*E NEGATIVE SO SIGNS ARE CHANGED
1590 RETURN
1S30 5tOi :-Ja7«: •
lilt ASSIGN EDUkfile TO DltiZ.i
1620 ASSIGN sF.ffl TO BliFFEs CU> ! ,1QTGR CAVITY 4 SCANS
1:30 ASSIGN E-E f,'2 TO BUFFER DU) ! MOTOR CAVITY 4 SCANS
1640 ASSIGN 2Bi.fr 3 TO IJFFFS H-i ! EXHAUST 4 SCANS
i;50 CDiTROL &fii,m,3jl,327£5,', 'SETS BuFFER POINTERS TO FULL
iicJ CONTROL 3Buff2, 3; 1,32767,1 I INTERFACE REGISTERS SECTION OF
1670 CONTROL tf;utt3,3;l, 2276/1 (LANGUAGE MANUAL
l:.9fl TRANSFER ErSuffi O SDisi-file ! ORDER OF DATA ON THE DISr IS
ic56 Ur-IT r MP EOT SBiskfih ! MOTOR CAVITY—6 SCANS
1
7 0S TRA.iSFE:< rBjff2 TO aDis«file i E^nAuST — 4 SCANS
171(1 UAIT PER Ei'T eDiikfile IUA1T BECAUSE OVERLAPPING
1720 T;a„GFER 3B.; ff3 'O Siiskfiia : TRANSFERS ARE ,.OT 'jANTED
l
7 2!i WAIT FOR EOT Miskfilt
1740 AS3L-N iiJiskfila TO i iCLOSt I / O PATHS
:"II AHSIG-a ettf*l TO *
l
7 cj ASSIGN 2cJ;2 TC *




iaiO E!TER'722,v . READS VOLTflETER
1520 RETURN
lt4„ Err trie. It ER?N= 15'/ AND ERRi-iVar readj THEN hericarda
i.
L
'C pfelfii El-R.iS !t3tf, IF ThE ERROR UAS NOT THE ONE FLANNEL
136. GGTO *•.,...;. J3 IFOR ,-. :.uijR.^M EXECUTION CONTINUES
18:2 OUTPUT 7..; LCiG 15' ! THIL ACTKhlts Tr.E HALVERN ExT TRIGGER (VOLTS z 5)
1 £63 PRINT (AmiVj JAiA *ITh ..nL/'ERN'
1665 WATT 3
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